
                                       A short history of the Villèle estate

In the 17th and 18th centuries, Reunion Island developed as a prosperous
Crown colony, producing mainly coffee ; sugar cane was introduced later on the
large estates dominated by a few rich families.

The  Desbassayns  are  one  of  these  families  :  in  1770,  Henri-Paulin  Panon-
Desbassyns married the daughter of another wealthy family ; his bride was fifteen

years youger than he,  but nevertheless she gave birth to eleven children before being widowed in 1800. She
then became the only owner and manager of the estate. When Madame Desbassayns died in 1846, aged ninety,
she owned 406 slaves, working either in the fields, in the sugar factory or in the house. At that time slaves still
represented 56% of the population on the island. Slavery was eventually abolished in 1848.

The house itself was built in 1755. The rich owner wanted to have a residence overlooking the sea, high
up enough in  the hills  to  avoid  the hot air  of  the coast,  and able to  resist  the strong tropical  storms and
hurricanes, that’s why some walls are up to 82 cm thick !

The master’s house was provided with the finest furniture ans amenities, making life for its residents
similar to that of any wealthy family in France. Since Henri-Paulin had lived a few years in India, he had many
artefacts and pieces of furniture sent from India to remind him of his former life there.  The kitchen was built
outside, as in all colonial houses at that time, in order to prevent the danger of a fire burning down all buildings.
A short distance away you can see the slaves‘hospital, which stands  in sharp contrast with the main house and
shows the poor living conditions of the people working on the plantation as slaves.

When slavery was abolished in 1848, only two years after the death of Madame Desbassayns, many
workers, now free men, chose to leave the estate. The house went through inheritance to the Villèle family after
one of the Desbassyns daughters married the comte de Villèle. However, without slaves, life became more and
more difficult and the estate slowly fell into decay. In 1974 it was bought for a symbolic sum by the General
Council,  the administration of  the French  Département of  La Réunion,  and was restored and turned into a
museum.

Just across the road, don’t forget to have a look at the family chapel ( la chapelle pointue), where some
members of the family are buried. The name of the chapel comes from its pointed roof, which was destroyed
and rebuilt several times after heavy storms.
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